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Leonardo has reported new helicopter orders valued at Euro 1,889 million

for the first quarter of 2023, with an order backlog valued at Euro 14,619

million.  This compares with sales valued at Euro 863 million and an order

backlog worth Euro 13,614 million in the same period last year.

During this latest period the company delivered 28 new helicopters

compared to 19 in the first quarter of 2022.  

New orders were up by about 120 percent as a result of increased

acquisitions in both government and commercial sectors and included

confirmation of an Austrian contract amendment, signed last December, for

an additional 18 AW169M LUH helicopters for the Austrian Ministry of

Defence, contracts for the mid-life upgrade of three AW159 and two AW101

helicopters for export customers, and a contract with Boeing for the supply

of 13 helicopters for the start of the joint MH-139 production programme for

the US Air Force.  The company also signed up sundry orders for the AW139

and other helicopters within a commercial context.
At Euro 880 million, revenues however were down 4.7 percent due

to the lower contribution of the NH90 Qatar programme, as estimated.
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These include the Airbus A320, A330,

A350, Boeing 787, Bombardier-Global

750, and the Tornado and Eurofighter

aircraft. She also led UK corporate

affairs for the Safran group companies.

The AGM also elected David Chinn as

President Elect.

The Scottish Charity Air

Ambulance announced the sudden

death of their Chairman and co-founder

John Bullough on 10 May.  Over the ten

year history of the charity he has seen

over £50 million raised to fund the

organisation, with crews responding to

nearly 5,000 calls and thousands of lives

saved or impacted upon.  

As part of its first quarter 2023 financial

results, Airbus reported net orders for

39 new helicopters, down from the 56

units ordered in the same period in

2022, butwith revenues up 26 percent

at Euro 1,598 million and EBIT up 73

percent at Euro 156 million.

Deliveries during the quarter

increased to 71 units, up from 39

deliveries in the first quarter in 2022

and mainly driven by the Light

Helicopter segment.

Brazilian eVTOL startup company

Moya Aero has received a letter of
interest from local helicopter operator
Helisul Aviation for the purchase of 50
autonomous cargo aircraft.  The all-
electric vertical take off and landing

drone is expected to have a 200kg

(441lb) payload capacity and a range

of 110km (68 miles).

Moya says the aircraft has

been designed to meet a wide

spectrum of logistics and agricultural

uses, with better economics and

sustainable operation, and is the first

such vehicle to be deployed in Latin

America.  Featuring wide span fore

and aft tandem tiltwings and four

propellers with four electric motors,

the aircraft is expected to have an

endurance of at least 42 minutes. 

A sub-scale prototype is

scheduled to begin flight testing later

this year  which, if successful, could

form the basis for a smaller production

model whilst development of a full

scale pre-production aircraft gets

underway.  Moya Aero is already

receiving grant funding valued at US

$2 million from the Brazilian

government Ministry of Science &

Technology to take the project

forward.  

Turkish Aerospace Industries (TUSAS)
completed the first test flight of its six
tonne class T625 Gökbey multirole
helicopter powered by indigenous

TS1400 turboshaft engines on 23 April.

Previously the aircraft was powered by

the LHTEC CTS-800A powerplant for

initial flight trials but the Turkish

government has chosen not to be

reliant on outside political pressures.

Following the construction of

four prototypes, TUSAS is already

ramping up production of the Gökbey

and expects to complete the

certification process this year.  The

first three production aircraft are

already earmarked for the

Gendarmerie General Command for

national law enforcement and security

duties, with delivery expected before

the year end.

People…People… The Chairman of
the Yorkshire Air Ambulance, Peter
Sunderland, who has been credited
with developing the charity into a
sound and well financed organisation
since he was appointed to the
position 17 years ago, is to retire at the
end of June.  He will be succeeded by
the current vice chairman Mike
Harrop, who initially joined as a
volunteer in 2017 after a 30 years
career in the Royal Air Force, before
joining the charity’s board as a trustee
in 2019 and taking on the vice-
chairmanship role in 2022. 

The Royal Aeronautical
Society elected Kerissa Khan MRAeS
as President of the Society at its
Annual General Meeting on 4 May.
Educated in Trinidad and Tobago, Khan
subsequently graduated from the
University of Glasgow with a Master of
Engineering degree with Honours in
Aeronautical Engineering in 2012 and in
2016 became the youngest RAeS
council member.

Khan currently is involved
with Innovate UK and future eVTOL
development but previously has
worked on research and development
projects for a wide range of military,
commercial and business aircraft.

The United NationsWorld Food Programme (WFP) threatened to shut down
its helicopter operation in south-east Madagascar in mid-May, unless it
received a $1 million funding boost to reach isolated communities cut off
since Cyclone Freddy hit the region on 21 February.  Most of the areas
affected by the cyclone continue to be inaccessible by roads three months
after the tropical storm made landfall, damaging more than 4,500 houses and
affecting 70,000 residents during its passage across the island.  

In early March the WFP started operating helicopter flights, using a
European-funded Mil Mi-8, which carried out 41 missions in March and to the
end of April, transporting 522 passengers and 135 tonnes of cargo to 51
locations in hard-hit areas.  Thanks to these flights, the WFP says it has been
able to provide ten health centres in the most isolated communities,
providing essential medical items and support.  The organisation says this
aid needs to continue at least to the end of the rainy season, with helicopter
transport being the only option.  
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off from rooftop helipad at the
Hospital for Advanced Surgery and
Medicines, Kathmandu.  The
helicopter was due to fly to Bharatpur
to collect a patient.
9 Guimbal Cabri G2 N372AA of Rotor
Leasing substantially damaged during
approach to land at Saint Louis Bi-
State Parks Airport, Missouri when
instructor lost cyclic control after
locking pod lost.  Helicopter impacted
ground during attempted landing,
causing major main rotor blades
damage.  
9 Airbus AS350B3e 9N-ANB of Heli
Everest written off in crash near the
Dhaulagiri Base Camp after
encountering strong winds.  
10 Kamov Ka-52 of Russian Air Force
written off in crash in Avdiivka area,
Donetsh, Ukraine after being targeted
by unknown forces.  2 fatal.  
14 Airbus H145 OE-XRE of ARA
Flugrettung gemeinützige damaged in
collision with pigeon whilst en route to
base following a patient transfer to
hospital in Augsberg.  Helicopter
made emergency landing near
Bidingen, Bavaria with cracked
windshield.

6 Rotorway A600 N272AM of M.G.
Peterson destroyed when pilot
encountered engine and control
issues during departure from Collier
Airpark, Magnolia Springs, Alabama.
6 Mitsubishi-Sikorsky UH-60JA of
Japan Ground Self Defence Force
serial 43106 (cons. no. 4006) crashed
into sea offshore Miyako ako Island,
Okinawa and broke up on impact.
Aircraft last noted at 152m (500ft)
above surface.  10 fatal.  
7 Bell 206L C-GLQY (cons. no. 45146)
of Canadian Helicopters, substantially
damaged whilst on VFR flight from
Port Cartier, Quebec when visibility
lost in heavy snow shower.  Pilot
attempted to land but struck surface
of frozen lake hard and helicopter
rolled over on to side.
7 Bell 47G-2 F-GKTR of Giagri 17
destroyed by post-impact fire after
crashing during agricultural sortie at
Le Temple, Lot et Garonne in France.
The helicopter was seen to change
direction, lean to starboard and then
dive immediately prior to impact.
8 Robinson R22B N7530D of Utah
State University substantially
damaged in apparent forced landing
on top of a snow-covered mountain
near Midway, Utah.  
8 Eurocopter AS350BZ 9N-AJD of Air
Destiny substantially damaged when
tail rotor impacted deck whilst taking

APRIL
1 Robinson R44II N462BA of Elkhorn
Aviation substantially damaged in
accident at Elko Airport, Nevada when
pilot lost control due to wind gust and
aircraft rolled over during attempted
run-on- landing.
2 Airbus H130 N231SH of Air Methods
Corp. destroyed in crash and post-
impact fire near Chelsea, Alabama
when it pitched nose down from a low
hover and impacted a road, sliding
about 6m (20ft) before coming to rest
in the grass verge on its port side with
the tail boom structurally separated.
2 fatal.
4 Robinson R44II VH-WLH written off
in Bingegang, Queensland when it
clipped powerlines whilst cattle
mustering and crashed.  1 fatal.
4 Robinson R44II 4X-BIR of Chim-Nir
Aviation destroyed in accident near
Natanya in Israel when it impacted
open field during aerial application
work.  1 fatal.  
5 Mil Mi-24 of Russian Air Force shot
down near Berestove, Bakhmut in
Ukraine by Ukrainian Army forces
using MANPAD missile.  2 fatal.  
5 Bell 505 VN-8650 of Vietnam
Helicopters crashed into sea between
Ha Long Bay and Lan Ha Bay during
sightseeing flight from Tuan Chau
Heliport.  Contact was lost approx 5
minutes after takeoff.  5 fatal.
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The NHV Group has secured a new
contract in the Danish sector of the
North Sea, to provide a dedicated
Airbus H175 helicopter to transport
personnel and equipment to
TotalEnergies EP Denmark
installations in the Dan and Tyra Field.
The NHV base in Esbjerg will serve as
the operational hub for the contract,
which is for an initial 18 months plus
extension options.  

The BristowGroup has reported a net
loss of $15 million for the first quarter
of 2023, a traditionally weak quarter
for the company due to lower activity
with fewer daylight hours and poor
weather conditions.  Activity was also

impacted by the movement of aircraft
between contracts, with several
ending during the period.  In the same
quarter last year Bristow saw a $37
million net loss, and this year’s first
quarter loss was actually better than
the management had estimated.

Speaking to investors, Bristow
Chief Executive Officer Chris Bradshaw
was however very upbeat with regard
to future growth, saying that whilst it
wouldn’t see a glut of new aircraft
orders in the short term, due to
current over capacity in the offshore
market and new orders largely driven
by specific customer requests, there
were growing opportunities in
government services contracts.  These
included the UKSAR and the follow up
£1.6 billion ten year UKSAR2G
contracts, alongside the SAR contracts
in the Falkland Islands, the
Netherlands and the Dutch

Caribbean.  These are just reaching
the end of their first full year and help
provide greater stability against the
fluctuations of the energy market.
Bristow hopes to build further
business in the government services
sector and is already bidding for
further such contracts.  

Bristow’s world-wide fleet
totalled 226 aircraft at the end of April,
including 181 owned by the company
and the remainder leased.  The Fleet
breakdown includes 68 Sikorsky S-92,
53 Leonardo AW139, 21 AW189, and 20
Sikorsky S-76, with around 80 further
light and legacy medium helicopters
sold since the company’s merger with
Era in June 2020.  Going forward,
Bradshaw doesn’t believe the
company will be so active selling off
aircraft, suggesting that the fleet has
now largely stabilised after the
uncertainties of recent years. 

The Children’s Air Ambulance (TCAA),
which claims to be the only intensive
care helicopter service in the UK
dedicated to transferring critically ill
babies and children from local
hospitals to specialist treatment
centres across the country, has one of
its two helicopters now based at
Gamston Airport in Nottinghamshire.
This follows the recent closure of
Doncaster Sheffield Airport for
redevelopment.  

The TCAA has based a
Leonardo AW169, registered G-CPIZ,
at Gamston, which has been the home
of Thatcham Research’s vehicle testing
facility since the airfield was acquired
last year.  Thatcham is an insurer-
funded not-for-profit organisation and
has welcomed TCAA as a new tenant,
to allow the charity to serve the north
of England.  A second helicopter is
based at Oxford Airport to cover the
south of the country and both aircraft
carry state-of-the-art medical
equipment, including bespoke
incubators and ECMO (Extra
Corporeal Membrane Oxygenation)
functionality, to provide oxygen to a
child when normal intensive care is
failing during transfer flights.

The TCAA flew its first mission
in May 2013 and provides its services
to the National Health Service free of

charge, being funded solely by public
donations.  It works with 11 clinical
partner teams across the UK to carry
out the work.  

Babcock Aviation & Critical Services
Australia has won a new 12 year
contract with the Queensland
government after being selected to
provide emergency services for the
State’s Northern Cape Peninsula and
Torres region. The company will
provide 24/7 services across the area,
including air medical retrieval and
search and rescue, using two specially
equipped Leonardo AW139 helicopters.

The two AW139s, which will
arrive in 2024, are replacing two Bell
412s in the Babcock fleet, offering
increased speed, range and
operational capability.  Both aircraft
will be modified in Queensland for the
specialist role, with roll-on-roll-off
power stretchers as used by the
Queensland Ambulance Service, and
a winch and Wescam MX-15 Electro
Optic/Infra-Red camera for the search
and rescue missions.  The service is
expected to be operational by the
second half of the year.  The new
agreement valued, at A$288 million,
will operate from Horn Island and the
helicopters will also be available to
support taskings from other
government departments, including
the Queensland Fire and Emergency
Services and Queensland Police.

The contract actually continues
a 15 year relationship between the
Queensland government and Babcock
in the Torres Strait region, where the

company has actually operated for
more than 27 years. Peter Newington,
Managing Director for Babcock
Australia says this experience has
given it a unique understanding of the
tasks and their interaction with the
challenging environment, due to the
cluster of small islands and ever
changing weather conditions.  

He says that under the new
agreement “we plan to increase our
commitment to the local communities”
with local business growth and support
for the local indigenous and Torres
Strait community.  The latter will
include the exterior artwork for the
aircraft, to reflect the local communities
and their traditions.

Airborne Technologies was recently
awarded a contract by the Polish
Interior Ministry to upgrade four new
Bell 407GXi ordered for the Polish
Police and due to be delivered in the
4th quarter of this year. The
helicopters are being purchased with
support from European Union funds
for highways traffic enforcement and
monitoring to improve road safety. 

Each aircraft will be fitted with
an Airborne Linx Surveillance System,
which includes an operator work
station and mission management unit,
plus a Trakka TC-300 SDIR gimbal 
and A-800 searchlight, with a Trakka 
TM-100 augmented reality system and
ECS downlink. The four helicopters
will join three other Model 407GXi
which are already in operation with
the Polish police for law enforcement-
related duties. 
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deployment.  Bought by the company
in 2015 from Participaçöes em

Petroleo in Brazil in 2011 the aircraft

was initially shipped back to Canada,

before being first deployed in

Australia in 2019 and has transitioned

between fire fighting contracts there

and in Indonesia ever since.

The 50 year old S-61N was

originally delivered to Greenland Air

as OY-HAO and flew on services there

for 11 years, before being sold in 1983

to Resorts International and re-

registered N3884C to shuttle casino

patrons between New York City and

Atlantic City for Trump Air.

Subsequently it entered the heli-

logging market in Alaska as N613RM

and later flew offshore with VIH-

Cougar Helicopters in the Gulf of

Mexico before being sold as PR-HRU

into Brazil.

The Chinese state-owned aircraft

manufacturer Aviation Industry

Corporation of China (AVIC) began
flight trials of its new light twin
helicopter, the AC332 in Tianjin on 7
April, revealing that the design had

changed since the original concept

was announced four years ago.  The

aircraft, previously proposed as a

spin-off from the licence-built AC312

Dauphin is now closer to the Bell 429

Kawasaki Heavy Industries has

delivered the first H145/BK117D-3
helicopter to a customer outside of
Japan, with the handover of an aircraft

to NMB-Minebea Thai Ltd in

Thailand.  The helicopter, which
features the new generation five-

bladed main rotor system will be

used to transport the company’s

employees and related parties in

Thailand, where the increased useful

load of this variant is expected to

prove especially useful.

Developed under a

partnership agreement with former

MBB and now Airbus Helicopters in

Germany, Kawasaki has shared the

manufacture of major components for

all the BK117 and H145 helicopters

built to date and has also delivered

189 assembled aircraft in its own Asia

Pacific sales territory.  The company is

also involved in developing new

optional equipment for various

applications as well as pursuing

further business opportunities and

providing full customer support.

Hélicoptéres Hélicarrier Sikorsky 
S-61N, registered in Canada as 
C-FIZA, was flown from Darwin in

Australia across the Timor Sea to
Kupang, Indonesia on 6 May as part of
a seasonal forest fire fighting

in appearance with a four-blade main

rotor, but with a ducted “fenestron”

style tail rotor and powered by two

1,800shp WZ-20 turboshaft engines.

A ten-passenger cabin

features clamshell rear doors and the

aircraft is aimed at a 3,850kg (8,487lb)

maximum gross weight, with the

ability to take off at an altitude of

4,500m (14,763ft) with a 600kg

(1,323lb) payload and transport it over

a distance of 600km (373 miles).  A

good hot/high performance is part of

the requirement and the AC332

should be capable of operating up to

a 6,000m (19,685ft) service ceiling, and

cruising at 260km/h (161mph)

maximum cruise speed.  

AVIC claims to have orders

already for 24 AC332s from operators

in China, including six for a leasing

company based in Xiamen and 18 for

a consortium of general aviation

business. Certification and deliveries

are scheduled to begin in 2025.
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The Polish Defence Minister, Mariusz
Blaszcak  visited Washington DC on 5
May and afterwards said he had
received a commitment from US
defence secretary Lloyd Austin that
the United States are set to provide
the Polish Air Force with an initial
tranche of eight Boeing AH-64 Apache
attack helicopters from US Army
stocks.  The aircraft are expected to be
used to train Polish pilots and
engineers in the USA, before
becoming operational later this year
to help defend Poland’s border with
Ukraine and Russian ally Belarus.

The Polish government has
previously signed an order for 96 
AH-64E Apaches last year, deliveries
of which are scheduled to begin 
from Boeing in 2026. The aircraft will
replace some 29 surviving Mil 
Mi-24/35 attack helicopters, which
have been in service since the early
1980s under Poland’s Warsaw Pact
agreement with Russia. Still to be
confirmed is whether the eight
Apaches now being handed over will
be permanently transferred or
returned to the US Army when the
main AH-64 deliveries begin.  

It’s also unclear whether the
Polish defence industry will play a role
in manufacturing major components
for the AH-64E order, but this seems
likely, as does basing US and NATO
forces permanently on Polish soil.

US eVTOL developer Archer Aviation,
which is already building a production
facility in Covington, Georgia, has
completed the assembly of its first
Midnight prototype and is preparing
for its flight test programme.  The
company is working with partners
Stellantis and United Airlines to
accelerate and reduce risk on the
certification programme, with the aim
of introducing piloted operations with
conforming aircraft in 2025 on air taxi
routes in New York and Chicago.

The Midnight is intended to
have a range of up to 161km (100
miles) and to carry a payload of over
453kg (1,000lb) with space for four
passengers.  The goal is to establish

urban travel routes that can replace a
60-90 minute commute by car with a
10-20 minute electric air taxi flight.
Archer and United Airlines, which is
headquartered in Chicago have
already announced plans (HeliData
News & Classified 44/07 5 April) for the
first eVTOL route  in the city, running
between O’Hare International Airport
and Vertiport Chicago in the centre of
the city’s business district near the
Chicago Loop. In New York, the two
parties are looking at an initial trunk
routes between Newark Airport and
the City centre, a journey that is
expected to take just 10 minutes
point-to-point.  

In both examples, the aim is
to first establish these routes with
viable services and then build branch
routes to connect to surrounding
communities.  

The Italian Navy is beginning a five-
month deployment to the Asia Pacific
region with an NH90NFH helicopter
based aboard the Thaon di Revel
class patrol vessel ITS Francesco
Morosini.  Whilst the helicopter
detachment is relatively small, with

just three pilots, three system

operators and seven engineers and

technicians, the Navy has logged a

database of the aircraft’s component

expiry dates and ensured the ship is

carrying any spares that might lapse

during the deployment.

The decision to carry spares

on board was taken in part due to the

lack of another NH90 operator in the

region and the need to increase

maintenance to overcome the humid

and salty climate in the Pacific waters.

The ship began its Southeast Asia cruise

with a visit to Singapore for the Imdex

Asia exhibition, but will then tour the

region before heading north to Japan

and the Republic of (South) Korea.

The Italian Navy has 38

NH90NFH in service, designated

within the Navy as the SH-90, with

eight more on order.  In general the

aircraft are said to face fewer issues

that the Italian Army NH90TTH tactical

transport variant, which faced some

maintenance issues during operations

in Afghanistan in 2012, but this was put

largely down to the harsher conditions

in which the Army had to operate.

The US Air Force 55th Rescue Squadron at the Davis-Monthan air base in
Arizona took delivery of their first Sikorsky HH-60W Jolly Green II (serial 
20-14510) on 3 May.  It marks the beginning of a new era of search and rescue
technology for the Air Force and the beginning of a retirement schedule for
the HH-60G Pave Hawk variant, which has been in service with the squadron
since it was formed in 2003.

The HH-60W introduces a number of improvements over its
predecessor, including upgraded avionics and other systems to provide
more accurate and speedier information, improved defence aids, the most
visible of which are the upwards facing jet pipes to dissipate the exhaust
heat in the rotor downwash and reduce the infrared signature, and an
extended rear cabin interior to provide more space for live saving medics.
The aircraft also boasts a higher cruise speed than the HH-60G and features
an upgraded weapons system.

The 55th Rescue Squadron will receive further HH-60Ws over the
coming months until the HH-60Gs with the unit are finally retired over the
next 12 months.  
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straight jet propulsion kicks in for high
speed forward thrust, to achieve
cruising speeds of more than 740km/h
(460mph). 

The Bell team is one of 11
companies selected to receive market
research investment aimed at
advancing HSVTOL technology, with
the prospect of eventually building
several thousand aircraft to replace
current platforms of between 1,814kg
(4,000lb) 45,359kg (100,000lb) plus.

The US State Department has
approved a possible Foreign Military
Sale to Norway of six Sikorsky MH-60R
helicopters, together with engines,
avionics systems, countermeasures
equipment, and support and logistics
services.  

If confirmed, the order could
be worth an estimated $1 billion.  The
proposed sale will improve Norway’s
capability to perform Coast Guard
missions as well as secondary roles,
including vertical replenishment and
communications relay.

As the only NATO member
bordering Russia and its allies in the
High North, potential Russian
aggression in the region, including
threats to oil and gas installations,
have put Norway’s strategic concerns
into sharp relief.  

Bell Textron and its strategic partners
are continuing to progress research
under a Defence Advanced Research

Agency (DARPA) and US Air Force

funded High Speed Vertical Take Off

and Landing (HSVTOL) programme,
aimed at developing a next-

generation replacement for the V-22

Osprey and some fixed-wing

transports.  The Bell design includes

folding rotor technology and digital

flight controls that have already been

tested, demonstrating a full

conversion of the rotor system from

turboshaft to jet propulsion mode.

Engine manufacturer Pratt & Whitney

is collaborating on this work.

The Sierra Nevada

Corporation (SNC) is also involved in

the project, assisting in the design and

development of HSVTOL systems for

missions including personnel

recovery, autonomous ISR and strike

and tactical mobility, flights.  SNC is

already working with Bell on mission

systems for the Model 360 Invictus,

the company’s entry in the Future

Attack and Reconnaissance Aircraft

(FARA) competition.  

The preliminary design

features proprotors that can be

extended or retracted at low speeds

to provide a good hover capability,

but fold back in the cruise when

The US Defence Security and
Corporation Agency (DSCA) notified
Congress on 11 May that it has cleared
a request for the German government
to import 60 Boeing CH-47F Block II
Chinook helicopters.  Germany
selected the Chinook over the
competing Sikorsky CH-53K heavy-lift
helicopter as a replacement for the
ageing CH-53G fleet in June last year
but agreement, originally expected
earlier this year, was delayed when
negotiations over pricing and
configuration details were extended.

The total package will include
Honeywell T-55-714-A turboshaft
engines, AAR 57 Common Missile
Warning Systems and APR39C(V) 1
radar warning receivers and, with
spares and logistics support, is
expected to be worth up to $8.5
billion.  However the actual value
could be less depending on final
requirements and budget authority
when the Foreign Military Sales
agreement is finally concluded.
Boeing has already assembled a
partnership team in Germany to join
the programme, ,including Aero-
Bildung, Airbus, CAE Elecktronik
Systems, Honeywell, Lufthansa
Technik and Rolls-Royce,
Deutschland.  

An estimated 30 contractor
representatives will be deployed to
the main operating bases in Germany
to carry out technical, maintenance
and logistics support for up to five
years as the Chinooks are brought into
service, but the helicopters
themselves are expected to be built
on the assembly line at the Boeing
factory in Philadelphia.  

Airbus Helicopters announced on 9 May the handover of the first H135
helicopter for the Spanish Air and Space Force at Albacete in early May,
one of the 11 aircraft ordered for the 78th Wing at the Military School of
Helicopters in Armilla Granada where it will be used for advanced training.
The aircraft, registered HE.26-32A (serial 10284) and coded 78-32, is also
the eighth H135 delivered under the 36 unit contract signed with Airbus at
the end of 2021 to supply the type to the Armed and State Security Forces.
Once deliveries of the 11 aircraft to the Military School the fleet will become
responsible for the training of pilots for the Spanish Air Force, Navy and
Guardia Civil, as well as for other countries requesting such training at the
Granada base. 
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leonardocompany.com

Saving Lives.
Anytime, 
Anywhere.

169

Leonardo Helicopters provide unique, integrated and aff ordable products to the 
global healthcare delivery system.

The AW169 is ideally suited to life-saving primary and secondary EMS missions 
anytime, anywhere. Easily adaptable, rapidly confi gurable and uniquely designed 
around patients’ needs; the AW169 ensures that air medical professionals can 
provide the best care at the most critical moments.

Inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor - 
Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.


